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Abstract Lauren Berlant and Baruch Spinoza both maintain that our ethical and political
projects must be formulated and conducted on the terrain of the affects. Key to both projects is
to recongize our power to be affected as not a weakness but a strength and to realize, without
regret, that we are nonsovereign subjects. Only by working through the affects can we proceed
on a path to liberation and joy.
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Lauren Berlant’s work is filled with explorations of the passions, the many ways in which we
are affected by powers greater than ourselves—in institutional contexts and intimate relations,
in sexual encounters and aesthetic experiences, and in political affairs and economic struggles.
The object of her journeys through the affects is not simply to register or catalogue—let alone
lament—the affective damage caused by living in contemporary society or the ways in which
our desires are thwarted. Instead, she regards the pains, pleasures, frustrations, and longing as
so many tracks we can follow to understand how people manage in this world to create new
intimacies, new bonds, and new forms of life.1 Simply getting by and surviving in a dangerous
and threatening world, though, is not enough. Berlant revives classical concepts to name her
ultimate goals: we should strive for the good life and seek human flourishing. Orienting the
analysis and even the affirmation of the affects toward a project for the good life might well
seem an odd combination since the classical tradition teaches us—or, at least, this is what we
are usually told—that the passions are the ties that bind us in servitude; only following the
dictates of sovereign reason can we truly flourish. In Berlant’s work, instead, the only path
toward achieving the good life must be constructed with and through the affects.

To understand the arc of Berlant’s project, I find it helpful to pose it in relation to that of Baruch
Spinoza, to which it has strong correspondences. (Berlant may well be a closet Spinozist—even
without knowing it.) For Spinoza being affected by others, by external forces, is not aweakness but a
strength, a power. As a first approximation, think of the power to be affected as a gauge of your
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1I paraphrase here Berlant’s characterization of queer phenomenology, which certainly fits her own work well.
“[Q]ueer phenomenology is involved not mainly with gathering up evidence of symptoms of affective damage,
but with following the tracks of longing and belonging to create new openings for how to live, and to offer the
wild living or outside belonging that already takes place as opportunities for others to re-imagine the practice of
making and building lives” (2011, p. 198).
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capacity to be really in the world, to register and feel its diverse powers. Once we open up and
expand our power to be affected, however, then begins the work of selecting among the affects and
discovering themeans to repeat or prolong those that are beneficial and prevent the detrimental. That
is a path, through the affects, with the affects, toward joy and flourishing.

The first step of this process is to take stock realistically and recognize that we are
not sovereign subjects. Berlant is rightly suspicious of the standard ethical injunctions
that assume our individual sovereignty, as well as those that aim at constructing or
supporting sovereign political powers. Consider the sovereign individual, in corre-
spondence with Carl Schmitt’s political formula, as the one who decides (2007).
Berlant questions both elements of this statement: the one and the decision. Sovereign
decision, she claims, resides on an illusion of self-control, “a fantasy misrecognized as
an objective state” (2011, p. 97). People are not always engaged in projects of self-
extension, she says, and in fact, they seldom have significant control over their
decision-making. Spinoza expresses the same idea in quantitative terms. The power
of all individual or limited subjects to think and act autonomously corresponds
proportionally to the relation between their powers and the power of nature as a
whole. “The force by which a man perseveres in existing is limited, and infinitely
surpassed by the power of external causes” (1985 Ethics IV P3). Only God (or nature
as a whole) is self-caused because it has no outside. The fact that the power of the
world outside of us so far surpasses our own power means that we are affected by
others much more than we affect the world or even autonomously affect ourselves,
and thus, our capacity for sovereign decision-making is minimal too.

The other half of Schmitt’s dictum is equally unfounded: “the one” never decides
or acts or is acted on. The subject is never one. Agency and causality, Berlant
suggests, should be understood not in terms of unities but instead “as dispersed
environmental mechanisms at the personal as well as the institutional level” (2011,
p. 114). Spinoza expresses this too in mathematical and geometrical form. A body or
an individual, he explains, is formed when a great number of parts agree with each
other and thus communicate in a consistent way (1985 Ethics II P13 definition).
Essential to a body is the relation: the body lives as long as that relation is
maintained. Instead of thinking in terms of unities, then, we need to think the relation
among multiplicities and recognize the consistency of dispersed landscapes. To iden-
tify the locus of decision or acting or being acted upon, we need to look to not the
one but the consistent relation among the many.

There is no point in lamenting our relative lack of power or unity or ability to rule
ourselves autonomously. Spinoza, in fact, ridicules those wise men who, maintaining a
fantasy of the sovereign subject, chastise us for being ruled by passions. “Philosophers
look upon the passions by which we are assailed as vices, into which men fall by their
own fault. So it is their custom to deride, bewail, berate them, or, if their purpose is to
appear more zealous than others, to execrate them. They believe that they are thus
performing a sacred duty, and that they are attaining the summit of wisdom when they
have learnt how to shower extravagant praise on a human nature that nowhere exists and
the revile that which exists in actuality. The fact is that they conceive men not as they
are, but as they would like them to be. As a result, for the most part it is not ethics they
have written, but satire; and they have never worked out a political theory that can have
practical application” (2002 Political Treatise, Chapter 1, Introduction, 680). A practical
political theory instead must begin where people are, and really existing people are
primarily filled, so to speak, by passions. Berlant poses the terrain of the nonsovereign
in terms of the “interruptions” or “intermissions” that break the imagined efforts of self-
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extension of sovereign subjects. (Be careful, though, not to be misled by these terms
because, as Berlant makes clear, they are the norm not the exception: we live in the
interruption and the intermission the vast majority of the time.)

What are we left with, then, if we cannot theorize in terms of the one who decides? Does
this realistic standpoint condemn us to powerlessness?2 Neither Spinoza nor Berlant has much
interest merely in recounting the disaster of our world and enumerating the damages we suffer.
Recognizing of our relative lack of power is simply the solid point of departure for theorizing
the ethics and politics of nonsovereign subjects, a project of liberation to increase our power.

Here, I find it useful to introduce the concept of the power to be affected because it illuminates
most brightly the paths available to nonsovereign subjects to strive for the good life and flourish.
Gilles Deleuze, more than any other Spinoza scholar, is the one who individuates the power to be
affected as a concept and explores how it constitutes a rich field for an ethical and political project.
The touchstone for his interpretation, to which he frequently returns, is Spinoza’s claim that no
one has yet determined “what a body can do [quid corpus possit]” and “what is the structure of the
body [corporis fabricam]” (1985 Ethics III P2S). For Deleuze, this unknown field exerts an
irresistible call: just like Conrad’s Marlowe is drawn to the dark empty space in the middle of his
map of Africa, so too Deleuze is compelled by the mystery of what a body can do. And this
journey is not merely driven by a desire for knowledge. As Berlant says, “It’s a political problem,
of course, the body” (2011, p. 267). Deleuze and Spinoza agree completely.

Spinoza’s route, though, which Deleuze follows carefully, is indirect: to investigate what a
body can do, we have to look first at how it can be affected because, Deleuze explains, “a body
must be defined by the ensemble of relations which compose it, or, what amounts to exactly
the same thing, by its power to be affected [pouvoir d’être affecté]” (1978 “L’affect et l’idée”).
You cannot understand the structure of the body if you do not know all the ways in which it
can be affected, the nature of its power to be affected.3

Deleuze demonstrates two levels, so to speak, of the power to be affected: first, its
correspondence to the power to act and, second, the qualities of the affections that compose
or fill it, and how they can be transformed. The argument on the first level serves to dignify or
elevate the power to be affected. Whereas the sovereign subject is (or imagines itself to be)
impervious to and unmoved by external forces, and whereas projects aimed at sovereignty
strive to minimize the influence of others, we should conceive being affected by others as a
virtue. The most powerful is not the one least affected but, on the contrary, the one affected the
most and in the most ways. The more you are affected in many ways, the more alive you are,
and to the extent you cease to be affected, to the extent you close off from the world, that much
you die.4 Deleuze thus reads in Spinoza a correspondence or equivalence between our power

2 Berlant questions whether abandoning the rhetoric of the sovereign subject could undermine the struggles of
subordinated populations and thus if something like a strategic claim to sovereignty might be justified and
effective, although she does not take this path. “[O]ne might argue legitimately that renouncing a popular or civil
society politics of sovereign persons or publics in self-relation and relation to the state would cede to the groups
who benefit from inequality the privilege to define the procedures of sovereign representation, authority, and
conceptualization of the human in a self-ratifying way” (2011, p. 98). It would be important to confront this
question and explain why strategic claims to sovereignty are not politically productive, but that discussion
extends outside the limits of this essay.
3 A racehorse and a workhorse, Deleuze explains, belong to the same species but from the perspective of the
affects they are little alike. The power to be affected of a racehorse shares more with a greyhound, and that of the
workhorse shares more with a cow (1978 “L’affect et l’idée”).
4 The human body is destroyed when it is “rendered completely incapable of being affected in many ways” (1985
Ethics, IV P39 dem).
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to act and our power to be affected. For all limited subjects, that is, in Spinoza’s terms, for all
existing modes, Deleuze claims that “essence is the same as [ne fait qu’un avec] the power of
action, and the power of action the same as the power to be affected” (1992, p. 225, translation
modified5). Deleuze aims to recognize here not really an identity but an equivalence between
the two powers: to affect and to be affected.

Deleuze’s claim of this equivalence, I should point out, is not immediately evident
to the casual reader of the Ethics nor widely recognized by scholars in the field.
Deleuze substantiates his interpretation in part on the following proposition in which
Spinoza, although primarily aimed at configuring a parallel relation between mind and
body, asserts the equivalence between the two powers, to act and to be affected.6 “I
say this in general, that in proportion as a Body is more capable than others of doing
many things at once or [vel] being acted on in many ways at once, so its Mind is
more capable than others of perceiving many things at once” (1985 Ethics, II P13 S).
To recognize the correspondence in this statement, one must read the “or” [vel] to
signify equivalence: a body with the power to do a great many things is also one with
the power to be affected in many ways. Deleuze also cites a second passage in which
“or” similarly marks equivalence. “Whatever so disposes the human Body that it can
be affected in a great many ways, is useful to man; the more it renders the Body
capable of being affected in a great many ways, or [vel] of affecting other bodies, the
more useful it is; on the other hand, what renders the Body less capable of these
things is harmful” (1985 Ethics IV P38). Here, Spinoza asserts that our power to
affect and our corresponding power to be affected are useful, and he quickly adds in
the subsequent proposition that “good” is what we judge to be useful to us and “evil”
what is harmful.

This correspondence and the affirmation of our power to be affected are significant
because they open an alternative route for ethical and political activity, a path that is
more realistically passable. Instead of enjoining yourself (or others) to take control of
your life or to follow the dictates of reason, the mandate here is to increase the extent
and number of ways in which you can be affected. Explore and expand your powers
to register and feel your world and those around you. After all, the first path, which
is fundamentally ascetic, is blocked to the extent that your power is surpassed by
external forces. Try all you want to will yourself to take the path of self-control and
mastery, but you are likely to get nowhere. The path of being affected, instead, is
open to all of us. We are all able to engage our passions and exercise them and

5 Martin Joughin consistently translates “pouvoir d’être affecté” as “capacity to be affected.” I prefer the more
literal “power to be affected” because it highlights the correspondence between this power and the power to act.
6 Deleuze cites both this and the subsequent passage in footnote 14, 383. Note that the “or” that Spinoza uses in
these passages, “vel,” is different than the one employed in his famous formula, “deus sive natura,” god or nature,
which is commonly recognized to signify an equivalence between the two terms. I think Deleuze is right to
interpret an equivalence in these passages too.
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expand their scope. Spinoza tells us that working this way is (or can be) useful for us
and good. This alternative path through the passions might seem to be like a Dantean
descent in order to rise up eventually to the light, but really there is nothing dark
about the passions. They constitute a power too—the power to be affected—that is as
virtuous as other powers, and it is the power realistically to which we have the most
access, one that illuminates a field of bodies and pleasures.7

Grasping the ethical and political importance of the passions and recognizing that being
affected is a power to be cultivated is a good first step, but it is not enough. Merely affirming
and expanding our power to be affected is not yet a political project. The correspondence
between the power to be affected and the power to act is at this point only a potential one.
Increasing your power to be affected and thus enlarging your sphere of interactions will
multiply your potential to experience joyful encounters just as shooting more arrows while
blindfolded will increase your chances of hitting the target. A political project, though, must
not leave it to hazard but instead discover how to make last and repeat what is good, that is,
what brings us joy.

The next step requires that we understand, engage, and select among the affects: this is the
second level of the theory of the power to be affected. “What a body can do,” Deleuze writes,
“corresponds to the nature and limits of its power to be affected,” and this in turn depends on
the qualities of the affects that “fill” it (1992, p. 218). In order to understand the nature of the
affects, Spinoza creates a whole catalogue—including love and hatred, jealousy and indigna-
tion, and shame and pride—that combines basic affects in various permutations to define ever
more complex ones. In effect, Spinoza generates for the affects a combinatoire the basic
elements of which are power and causality. Joy, for instance, is the increase of our power to
think and act, and sadness is the decrease. Love, then, is joy accompanied by the recognition of
an external cause, and hatred is sadness plus an external cause. Then, take this one step further:

7 My effort in this essay is, in part, to demonstrate, by focusing on the power to be affected, that a Foucaultian
politics of pleasure and a Deleuzian politics of desire are not only compatible but also, in fact, intimately related.
It would be interesting in this regard to return to “Desire and Pleasure,” the brief letter that Deleuze wrote to
Foucault. In 1976, Deleuze read Foucault’s History of Sexuality, vol. 1, but since their friendship had recently
been broken over a political controversy, Deleuze wrote a letter about the book and asked their mutual friend,
François Ewald, to deliver it to Foucault. The letter highlights the contrast between Foucault’s thought and his
own, and especially his and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus, which was published a few years earlier. Whereas he and
Guattari focus on desire, which is constantly productive, he writes, Foucault looks to pleasures, which he reads as
fundamentally passive. Deleuze links this to the fact that Foucault critiques notions of repression and instead
conceives power as productive, whereas Deleuze and Guattari configure power as reactive, a response that
represses and contains and recuperates desire. From the perspective of Deleuze’s work on Spinoza almost a
decade earlier, however, one might view the two projects—desire and pleasure—as not divergent but corre-
sponding paths. When Foucault defines bodies and pleasures as the rallying point for the counterattack, he is
affirming the power to be affected and designating it as the primary field of political action. We cannot simply
accept our power to be affected as it is, dominated by passive affections, but must instead struggle to make those
affections active and thereby increase and sustain our joyful encounters. Here, it seems to me, a politics of
pleasure and one of desire completely overlap.
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compassion is love insofar as it affects someone who is happy at another’s good fortune, and
envy is hatred insofar as it affects someone who is happy at another’s ill fortune. The precise
correspondence between Spinoza’s definitions and our everyday use of these terms is less
important, in my view, than the way his catalogue reveals power and cause at the center of the
field of affects. One might reasonably assume, when reading through these definitions of the
affects, that we should seek what brings us joy and avoid sadness, and that is indeed a worthy
goal, but it is not easily accomplished posed simply in those terms. Indeed with regard to many
of the affects, the path to joy is difficult to discern. The power to be affected as we really are
(not as some people wish us to be) is filled with affects that are complex and contradictory. The
field of the affects often looks like a briar patch, impassable, and sometimes a minefield.

By focusing on the causes of the affects, however, Spinoza points toward a practical project.
All affects can be either active (that is, caused internally) or passive (caused externally). Indeed
one advantage of using “affect” instead of the more colloquial “emotion” or “feeling” to
translate Spinoza’s Latin term “affectus” is that it highlights the causes and effects of actions
by and upon us. Once the causes are revealed, the project becomes to shift from passive to
active affections, from external to internal causes. The reason to prefer active over passive does
not reside in the experience of the affect, which does not change depending on cause or source.
A passive affection, Deleuze explains, “does not express its cause, that is to say, the nature or
essence of the external body: rather, it indicates the present constitution of our own body, and
so the way in which our power to be affected is filled at that moment” (1992, pp. 219–220,
translation modified). Just like passive affections, active affections too indicate the present
constitution of our body. The crucial difference is really a temporal one and regards duration
and repetition. We need the ability to select, as Nietzsche would say, in order to extend and
repeat those encounters and affects that are beneficial and prevent those that are detrimental.

The repetition of passive affections is completely out of our control. Some random
encounters, of course, do bring us joy, but that passes quickly if we cannot make them last
or repeat them. And most random encounters, unfortunately, result in sadness. If we leave this
to hazard, we will stay stuck with no way forward. “As long as you don’t know what is the
power to be affected of a body, as long as you understand it like that, in chance encounters, you
will not have a wise life, you will not have wisdom” (1978 “L’affect et l’idée”). The great
advantage of the active over the passive affection is that it is no longer dependent on the
vagaries of external forces. Since the body causes itself to be affected, chance is removed and it
is able to control the duration and repetition of encounters. The issue, then, is not only
understanding and expanding your power to be affected but also augmenting proportion of
that power that is filled with active rather than passive affections.

This notion of active affection could appear obscure or, worse, moralistic if not linked to
Spinoza’s definition of bodies (and, ultimately, subjects). From his perspective, there is no
basic or default unitary body. “A body,” Spinoza explains, “is constituted by the relation
among its parts” (1985 Ethics, IV P39 dem), and the number and constitution of those parts is
changeable. We need to shift perspective so as no longer to consider a body as an entity (or
even a cluster of entities) but instead as a relation. When a new relation is added, a larger body
is composed, and when a relation is broken, the body diminishes or decomposes. All this
simply means that the border between the inside and outside of bodies, and hence between
internal and external causes, is fluid and subject to our efforts.

In order for a passive affection to become an active one, then, it is not necessary for the
body that previously experienced the effect of an external body somehow to cut off that
relationship and learn to become itself the cause. The body instead can, under certain
conditions, envelop the cause—this is the term Deleuze uses—by creating a relation with it
or, really, by expanding the relation that constitutes the body. You only gain the knowledge of
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when these conditions exist through encounters with others: every encounter reveals the extent
to which the relations that constitute your body agree with or are “composable” with those of
another. And a joyful encounter always indicates that there is something in common to
discover. “We must, then,” Deleuze explains, “by the aid of joyful passions, form the idea of
what is common to some external body and our own” (1992, p. 283). Once we recognize those
common relations, we can compose a new, greater body, which contains the cause of our joy.
The cause, then, does not really change. It simply becomes internal—annexed, as it were, by
the affected body. The real change is the border between inside and outside and hence the
composition of the body. Once the cause is internal and the affection is active, then you are no
longer subject to chance: the affect can be prolonged and repeated as long as it brings you joy.8

The practical project to transform passive into active affections thus ultimately involves a
strategy of bonds and relations to maintain or transform the constitution of the body. The
advice, if Spinoza were your therapist, could be as simple as this: first, discover your body’s
power to be affected and the affects that compose it, and, then, if an encounter with someone or
something results in joy, form a relationship with it, make it part of you, and transform the
passive affection into an active one so that you can repeat the encounter or make it last until the
joy no longer results. You have to recognize that you are not a fixed entity but a bundle of
relations and your task is to compose new joyful relations and decompose sad ones. Increasing
the proportion of active affections does not primarily mean becoming the cause, at least not in
a direct way. The bad therapist is the one who simply berates you to take control of your life as
if it were an act of sovereign will. Instead you must discover joyful encounters and then make
the passive affection into an active one by forming a consistent relation with the cause, thereby
enveloping the cause with a new relation that constitutes us as a new body.

Spinoza’s and Deleuze’s technical vocabularies might make this process sound obscure
when it is really a very practical project. Consider, for example, your power to think together
with others. In many intellectual discussions and encounters, you find yourself more confused
and less able to think. Occasionally, though, you encounter a person or a group with whom you
are able to think more clearly and more powerfully than you could before. Suddenly, you
understand things that previously seemed completely incomprehensible. This is a joy as pure
as Spinoza can imagine. Well, the practical thing to do is not to leave such joyful encounters to
chance and the fluctuations of external causes. Compose a stable relation with the source of
intellectual joy; make the encounters repeat and last. Maybe form a discussion group or write a
book together. This will change you, of course, since you are defined by relations, but it will
change you for the better.

It is never as simple as that, of course. Some of those people and things that bring you joy
will simultaneously cause you sadness in other ways. Choosing whether to make or break
bonds, compose or decompose relationships is always complicated. This tangled terrain of
complex, contradictory affects is where so much of Berlant’s work resides. Consider, for
example, her eminently Spinozian formulation, which could easily be added to his catalogue of

8 I greatly abbreviate in this paragraph Deleuze’s articulation of the role of “common notions” in Spinoza, which
is crucial for his interpretation. Here is Deleuze’s summary. “This whole process as described by Spinoza falls
into four phases: (1) passive joy, which increases our power of action, and from which flow desires and passions
based on a still inadequate idea; (2) the formation, by the aid of those joyful passions, of a common notion (an
adequate idea); (3) active joy, which follows from this common notion and is explained by our power of action;
(4) this active joy is added to the passive joy, but replaces the passions of desire born of the latter by desires
belonging to reason, which are genuine actions. Spinoza’s project is thus realized not by suppressing all passion,
but by the aid of joyful passions restricting passions to the smallest part of ourselves, so that our capacity to be
affected is exercised by a maximum of active affections” (1992, p. 285). I discuss at greater length “common
notions” and several other aspects of Deleuze’s interpretation of Spinoza in Hardt (1993).
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the affects: “A relation of cruel optimism exists when something you desire is actually an
obstacle to your flourishing.” (2011, p. 1). Her recognition that we are so often filled by such
self-thwarting desires is not, of course, cause for despair. That is the field in which we need to
work, the core of the ethical and political project.

Conceiving our ethical and political tasks, as do Berlant and Spinoza, in terms of not our
power to act as sovereign subjects but instead our power to be affected shifts the orientation of
our political landscape and opens new political possibilities. It makes clear, most obviously,
that political projects are not only (and not even primarily) a matter of reason and interests but
instead an engagement with our power to be affected in all its messiness and, sometimes, its
ugliness. This does not mean, however, that we need to abandon the classical goals of human
flourishing, the good life, or joy. The mandate Spinoza gives you is first to increase your power
to be affected and then, within that power to be affected, seek a greater proportion of active
rather than passive affections. And, finally, in order to maximize active affects, focus on your
bonds and relations: discover those people and things that bring you joy and form with them
lasting relationships to compose a new body and correspondingly decompose the bonds that
hold you to what brings sadness. This where Spinoza and Berlant meet: in a political project
for nonsovereign subjects.
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